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Abstract—Blockchain has shown a great potential for Internet

of Things (IoT) systems to establish trust and consensus mech-

anisms with no involvement of any third party. It has been not

clear how the low complexity devices and the wireless commu-

nications among them can pose constraints on the blockchain

enabled IoT systems. In this paper, we establish a fundamental

analysis model to underpin the blockchain enabled IoT system.

By considering spatio-temporal domain Poisson distribution, i.e.,

node geographical distribution and transaction arrival rate in time

domain are both modeled as Poisson point process (PPP), we first

derive the distribution of signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

(SINR), blockchain transaction successful rate as well as overall

throughput. Then, based on the analytical model, we design an

optimal full function node deployment for blockchain system to

achieve the maximum transaction throughput with the minimum

full function node density. Numerical results validate the accuracy

of our theoretical analysis and evaluate the relationship between

blockchain full function node deployment and the density of IoT

nodes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is envisioned as one of most
promising techniques to form a globally distributed network,
where interactions happen among not only humans but also
machines/devices (e.g., cars, monitors, smart wearable devices
etc.) [1]. Nevertheless, IoT devices are easily to be attacked due
to the easy accessibility and lack of unified, normative standard
[2], [3]. In the meanwhile, because of the limited power
and storage space, it is difficult to implement sophisticated
security approaches in most of the IoT devices. Moreover, the
involvement of the third party in current centralized IoT system
results in expensive processing overhead and makes the smart
contract (such as micro payment and information exchange) in
IoT ecosystem unattractive.

Impressive works have been executed to find proper solu-
tions against the aforementioned issues, where blockchain has
been drawing grossing attentions [4], [5]. Blockchain is a kind
of decentralized database which is formed by a continuously

growing set of data blocks [6]. The blockchain based decen-
tralized network with reliable consensus mechanisms [7], [8]
enables the progress/cost effective as well as information highly
safe transactions, which can address IoT’s trust and security
concerns directly.

Though good prospects can be expected, wireless communi-
cations is of the issues that may hinder the blockchain enabled
IoT system. The imperfect channel quality may introduce
throughput and delay constraints, which are not considered in
the traditional blockchain systems that perfect communication
is typically assumed. Hence, it is necessary to investigate
how the wireless communications can affect the performance
of the blockchain enabled IoT system. As a fundamental
work, a framework of analytical system model is critical for
the blockchain enabled IoT performance analysis and system
design. One particularity in such a system is that in addition
to the geographically random distribution of the nodes in
the traditional IoT systems, event triggered blockchain should
take the time domain randomness into consideration, which
may make the system significantly complex. The framework
is critical to analyze the system performance in terms of
transaction throughput (the number of confirmed transactions
in a time unit), communication throughput (the amount of
transmitted data in a time unit) and transaction successful rate.

The existing performance analyses that focus on traditional
wireless networks cannot be directly applicable to blockchain-
enabled IoT system. Work [9]–[11] exploits stochastic geom-
etry in spatial domain to evaluate the network performance
for traditional cellular networks [9], heterogeneous cellular
networks [10] and millimeter wave networks [11], respectively.
While work [12] simultaneously considers spatial and time
domains with combination of queueing theory and stochastic
geometry to evaluate delay performance. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, there is no analytical model dedicated for
blockchain-enabled wireless IoT systems which can underpin



communication and blockchain systems optimization.
In this paper, we establish a comprehensive and analytical

system model for blockchain enabled IoT system model, and
propose an optimal blockchain full function node deployment
scheme based on the analysis. Specifically, we first derive the
probability density function (PDF) of the transmission signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) from light IoT nodes
to full function nodes considering both time (blockchain trans-
action arrival rate) and spatial( nodes geographic distribution)
domain Poisson point process (PPP) modeling. The transac-
tion successful rate and overall communication throughput
are analytically calculated based on the derived expressions.
Then, a searching algorithm to find the optimal blockchain
full function node deployment is proposed, given certain IoT
node density and blockchain transaction throughput. Finally,
the effectiveness of our derivations are verified by simulations,
where the difference between analytical results and simulation
results is as low as 2%.

In the following, we present the blockchain-enabled wireless
IoT network model in Section II. In Section III, we theoreti-
cally analyze the system performance, and propose an optimal
blockchain full function node deployment in Section IV. We
present numerical results in Section V and conclude this paper
in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we first present the blockchain-enabled IoT
network model, and then describe the wireless communication
model by considering the spatio-temporal domain characteris-
tics of this network.

A. Blockchain-enabled IoT Network Model

The blockchain-enabled IoT network model is shown in
Fig. 1, which consists of three main elements: full function
nodes (FNs), IoT transaction nodes (TNs) and the transactions
(any valuable information transmission between TNs can be
considered as transactions).
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Fig. 1. Blockchain-enabled IoT network model

TNs are typically composed of low-end IoT devices. At
any time point, each TN’s status is either active (with data
transmissions) or idle (with no data transmission). FNs are
normally the authorized nodes with high computing and stor-
age abilities. They have full functionalities with respect to
blockchain protocols thus bare the responsibility for transaction

confirmation, data storage and building new blocks. Once a
new transaction arrives, the TN will broadcast the information
to the whole network for verification, after which the FN who
has the right of building a block will insert this transaction
into the chain, and all FNs need to update their own database
accordingly. Note that here we only focus on the uplink
transmission analysis from TN to FN. The downlink analysis
could be performed in a similar manner, which is omitted in
this paper.

It is worth to clarify the difference of transaction throughput
and communication throughput. Transaction throughput is the
number of transactions that can be confirmed in a time unit
by the blockchain system. Usually we use transactions per
second (TPS) as the metric. Communication throughput is the
amount of transmitted data in a time unit for this network.
In the proposed system model, to achieve a certain level of
transaction throughput CT the communication throughput R
need to satisfy

R � LCT (1)

where L is the packet length for a transaction.

B. Wireless Communication Model

We present the wireless communication model of blockchain
enabled IoT networks with respect to the spatio-temporal
domain characteristics. First, in spatial domain, let A ✓ R2

be the considered area where TNs and FNs are assumed to
be distributed as a homogeneous PPP with density �d and �f

respectively. We assume that the minimum distance between
TN and FN is dmin, and each TN is associated with the
nearest FN. Then in time domain, we say a TN is in the active
mode once a transaction is arrived. As the transaction packet
length L is usually very short (e.g., 1KB in Bitcoin [13]), the
transmission time (active time) t can be seen as a small constant
with t ⌧ T , where T is the total considered time. Therefore,
for a specific TN, ignoring the data transmission time t, the
number of arrived transactions M in time T can be assumed
to be a Poisson distribution with parameter �aT , where �a is
the blockchain transaction arrival rate.

For the wireless channel, as mentioned in Section II.A, we
consider uplink transmission in this work. Consider a specific
TN served by an FN, the desired signals experience path
loss g(d) with d being the distance between TN and the FN.
Obviously, from time domain only the active TNs can generate
interference to the considered TN. In addition, from spatial
domain, we assume that only the TNs within a certain circular
area could contribute to the interference. The circular area is
shown as Fig. 2 where the serving FN is located in the center
with radius D0. Therefore, the received SINR can be expressed
as

SINR(D1, NI ,D2) =
Pg(D1)

PNI

i=1 Pg
⇣
D(i)

2

⌘
+ �

, (2)

where D1 is the distance between desired TN and the serving
FN, D2 =

h
D(1)

2 , D(2)
2 , ..., D(NI)

2

i
is the distance vector for



all interference TNs, P is the transmit power of all TNs, NI

is the number of interference TNs, and � is the noise power.
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Fig. 2. Interference area for a specific TN

III. WIRELESS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS IN
BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED IOT NETWORKS

In this section, we theoretically analyze the transmission
performance in terms of uplink SINR as well as transaction
data packet (TDP) transmission successful rate.

A. Probability Density Function of SINR

Let us start with SINR distribution analysis. As both TNs and
FNs are assumed geographically distributed as homogeneous
PPP, it is reasonable to investigate the SINR performance of
any one arbitrary TN. For convenience, we use capital letters
to denote random variables, and the corresponding lowercases
to the value of random variables. The function fX denotes the
PDF of random variable X .

For a specific TN, the desired signal power S is a random
variable that can be written as S = Pg(D1), where D1 is the
distance between TN and the serving FN. Considering the fact
that Pr(D1 > d1) = exp{��1⇡ (d1)

2}, we have the PDF of
D1 as

fD1(d1) = 2⇡�1d1exp{��1⇡ (d1)
2}. (3)

Therefore, we obtain that the PDF of desired signal power as

fS
�
S = Pg(d1)

�
= fD1(d1) = 2⇡�1d1exp{��1⇡ (d1)

2}.
(4)

We now study the distribution of the received interference.
Based on Section II, the number of TNs K within the inter-
ference area is a Poisson distribution with density parameter
⇡ (D0)

2 �d. On the other hand, as the transmission time for TN
is t, the TNs who are active during time period [�t, t] can bring
interference. For a TN, the number of arrived transactions is
distributed as PPP with parameter 2t�a. Therefore, the active
probability for a TN during time period [�t, t] is

Pr(active) = 1� exp{�2t�a}. (5)

The probability of the number of interference TNs NI = nI

given K = k is

Pr(NI = nI |K = k) = CnI
k (1� exp{�2t�a})nI , (6)

where CnI
k is the combinational number. Therefore, the PDF

of NI can be expressed as

fNI (nI) = Pr(NI = nI)

=
N0X

k=nI

Pr(NI = nI |K = k)Pr(K = k).
(7)

Then we investigate the distance D(i)
2 between an interfer-

ence TN i and the FN. The cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of distance D(i)

2 can be calculated as

F
D(i)

2
(d(i)2 ) =

¨

X2+Y 2(d(i)
2 )2

f(X,Y )

p
X2 + Y 2dXdY

=

¨

X2+Y 2(d(i)
2 )2

1

⇡ (D0)
2

p
X2 + Y 2dXdY

=

 
d(i)2

D0

!2

(8)

Hence, based on (8), the PDF of D(i)
2 is

f
D(i)

2
(d(i)2 ) = F 0

D(i)
2

(d(i)2 ) =
2d(i)2

(D0)
2 . (9)

Therefore, the PDF of interference Ii generated by TN i is

fIi
�
Ii = Pg(d(i)2 )

�
= f

D(i)
2
(d(i)2 ) =

2d(i)2

(D0)
2 . (10)

The total interference denoted by I(NI ,D2) is related to
the number of interference TNs NI and the distance D2 of
these interference TNs. From (7) and (9), we have the PDF of
I(NI ,D2)

fI(NI = nI ,D2 = d2) = fNI (nI)Pr(D2 = d2|NI = nI)

= fNI (nI)

✓
2

D0

◆k kY

n=1

(d2)
n .

(11)

As SINR expressed in (2) is related to D1, NI , D2, the PDF
of SINR is expressed as

fSINR(D1 = d1, NI = nI ,D2 = d2)

= fD1(D1 = d1)fI(NI = nI ,D2 = d2),
(12)

where fD1 and fI is expressed as (7) and (11), respectively.

B. TDP Transmission Successful Rate

We assume that when the received SINR is greater than
the threshold �, a blockchain transaction transmission is
successful. Therefore, we need to calculate the probability
Pr(SINR > �) which can be expressed as

Pr(SINR > �) =

˚

⌦

fSINRd⌦, (13)

where ⌦ is the area of D1, NI , D2 that satisfies
SINR(D1, NI ,D2) > �. As fSINR is obtained in (12), we



only need to find the satisfied area ⌦.
For the distance D1 between desired TN and the serving FN,

we believe that the SINR cannot be greater than � when D1 >
D0. Thus, the satisfied range of D1 is [0, D0]. As a result, for
a given D1 = d1, we need to determine the satisfied number
of interference TNs NI as well as the locations of these TNs
D2. To obtain the close-form expression of Pr(SINR > �),
we use the following approximation,

The number of interference TNs NI
⇠= E(NI), (14)

where E(NI) is the expectation of random variable NI . As the
total number of TNs N0 in IoT networks is usually quite large,
this approximation is very accurate, and the effectiveness can
also be verified by our simulations in Section V. Based on the
TN distribution and transaction arrival models, we have

E(NI) = E(K) · Pr(active)
= ⇡ (D0)

2 �d(1� exp{�2t�a}) , n̄I ,
(15)

where Pr(active) is defined as (5). Under this approximation,
SINR is only related to D1,D2, and we have

Pr (SINR (D1 = d1,D2) > �) = Pr

 
n̄IX

i=1

Ii <
Pg(d1)� �

�

!

(16)
Due to the high TN density in blockchain networks and the

large radius of interference area D0, n̄I is a large number.
Moreover, Ii(i = 1, 2, · · · , n̄I) is a set of random variables
with independent identically distribution, and thus

PnI

i=1 Ii
can be seen as a normal distribution N(µI , �I

2), where µI =
n̄IE(Ii) and �I =

p
n̄ID(Ii) [14]. Note that E(Ii) and D(Ii)

is the expectation and variance of variable Ii respectively. µI

and �I can be easily calculated as follows when g(d) is given.

µI = n̄IE(Ii) = n̄I

ˆ D0

d(i)
2 =dmin

Pg(d(i)2 )Pr(D(i)
2 = d(i)2 )d(d(i)2 ),

(17)
and

�I =
p
n̄ID(Ii) =

p
n̄I

�
E
�
Ii

2
�
� E2 (Ii)

�
. (18)

Denote I =
Pn̄I

i=1 Ii, and I ⇠ N
�
µI , �I

2�. Let Y = I�µI

�I
,

and thus Y ⇠ N (0, 1). Therefore,

Pr

 
n̄IX

i=1

Ii <
Pg (d1)� �

�

!
= Pr

 
Y <

Pg(d1)��
� � µI

�I

!

= � (⇠ (d1)) .
(19)

where ⇠ (d1) =
Pg(d1)��

� �µI

�I
, � is the cumulative density

function of standard normal distribution. Therefore, we have

Pr(SINR > �) =

ˆ D0

d1=dmin

fD1 (d1)� (⇠ (d1))d (d1) . (20)

Note that (20) is actually the close-form expression of
Pr(SINR > �) which can be calculate analytically when
function fD1 , the value of µI , �I as well as the parameters

�, � are given.

IV. COMMUNICATION THROUGHPUT AND OPTIMAL FULL
NODE DEPLOYMENT

Denote by R the overall communication throughput, which
can be expressed as

R = LPr (SINR > �)

 
N0X

i=1

Mi

!
, 0  R  W (21)

where N0 is the total number of TNs, Mi is the number
of arrived transactions for TN i, and W is the communi-
cation throughput when the transaction throughput arrives to
the maximum value. For the given �d and �f , N0, L and
Pr(SINR > �) are constants, while Mi is a set of independent
identically PPP distributed random variables with parameter
�aT . Let M =

PN0

i=1 Mi. As N0 is a large number, M is a
random variable with normal distribution N(µM , �M

2), where
µM = N0E (Mi) and �M =

p
N0D (Mi) [14]. As Mi is

distributed as a PPP, E (Mi) = �aT , and D (Mi) = �aT .
Therefore, we have

µM = N0�aT, (22)

�M =
p
N0�aT. (23)

For the given �d and �f , L and Pr(SINR > �) are constant.
If the overall communication throughput r < W , we have the
PDF of R fR (r) = fM (m) = N

�
µM , �M

2�. If r = W ,
then mLPr(SINR > �) = W , and thus m = W

LPr(SINR>�) ,
em. Due to the maximum transaction throughput constraint, we
have fR (r = W ) = Pr(M � em). Let Y = M�µM

�M
, and thus

Y ⇠ N (0, 1) as M ⇠ N
�
µM , �M

2�. Thus, Pr (M � em) =

Pr
⇣
Y � em�µM

�M

⌘
= 1��( em�µM

�M
), where � is the cumulative

density function of standard normal distribution. Thus, the PDF
of communication throughput R can be expressed as

fR (r = mLPr (SINR > �))

=

(
fM (m) = N

�
µM , �M

2� , r < W

1� �( em�µM

�M
), r = W

.
(24)

For a given TN deployment, we can increase communication
throughput by deploying more FNs, and thus support higher
blockchain transaction throughput. However, as mentioned in
Section II.A, once the transaction throughput achieves the
maximum value, increasing communication throughput cannot
improve the transaction throughput. Thus, an optimal FN
deployment should support the maximum transaction through-
put (also the maximum required communication throughput
W as well) by using the minimum number of FNs. In the
following, we will develop an algorithm to find the optimal
FN deployment.

Given the parameters �d and �a, we define

E(R) = LPr (SINR > �)E(M), 0 < E(R)  W, (25)

as the expectation of communication throughput R. Thus, the
optimal FN deployment should be the Poisson distribution with



density �f
⇤ = argmin

�f

(E (R) = W ).

Due to the complexity of Pr (SINR > �), we cannot find
the optimal �f

⇤ in close-form solution. Fortunately, as the
monotonous increase for Pr (SINR > �) with FN density �f ,
we design the following searching algorithm to find the optimal
value of FN density �f

⇤ for a given �d and �a.

Algorithm 1 : Algorithm of optimal FN deployment.
Input: all the parameters (except �f ) and the termination

parameter ✏ > 0.
Output: optimal FN density �f

⇤.
Initialization:

1: calculate n̄I , µI , �I and ⇠ (d1).
Find searching region:

2: set �f
0 as the initial value

3: calculate Pr (SINR > �) and E (R) based on �f
0

4: if E (R) < W then

5: �f
0 = 2�f

0 and go back to line 3
6: else

7: break
8: end if

Search stage:
9: set a = �f

0

2 , b = �f
0

10: while |b� a| > ✏ do

11: set �f
⇤ = a+b

2
12: calculate Pr (SINR > �) and Ë (R) based on �f

⇤

13: if E (R) < W then

14: set a = �f
⇤

15: else

16: set b = �f
⇤

17: end if

18: end while

19: output �f
⇤

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we first validate the accuracy of our the-
oretical analysis by comparing equations (12) and (24) with
the simulation results in different scenarios. Then we give
the optimal FN deployment under different TN densities. We
consider an IoT network where TNs and FNs are distributed in
PPP with densities. The network coverage is set as a circular
area with radius of 150 m, and the radius of interference area
D0 is set as 50 m. TN transmit power P equals to 20 dBm,
and the path loss model is g (d) = d�2.5 [10]. We set the
noise power � as -104 dBm. The transaction length L is 256
bits [13], and the transaction arrival density is �a = 1

1800s
�1

[15]. The total considered time is set to 10000 s.
In the first experiment, we examine the TDP transmis-

sion successful rate, i.e., the probability Pr (SINR > �), with
fixed FN density 320 per km2 and varying TN densities.
For analytical result, it is computed from equation (20). For
simulations, if the received SINR for a transaction transmission
is greater than �, this transaction is transmitted successfully,
otherwise it counts as a failure. Fig. 3 shows the probability

Pr (SINR > �) for both analytical results and simulations
with different TN densities under SINR threshold parameter
� = �15dB and � = �9dB. From this figure, we can see that
the curves of analytical results for both � match closely to those
of simulations. Specifically, the successful rate for analytical
results and simulations is 76% and 77% respectively when the
TN density equals to 1.0⇥105 and � = �15dB, implying that
the difference between the analytical results and simulations
is trivial. Moreover, as expected, under both � = �15dB and
� = �9dB scenarios the probability Pr (SINR > �) decreases
with the TN density due to the increasing interference.

Fig. 3. Comparisons of Pr (SINR > �) vs. TN density (FN density is 320
km2).

Next, we evaluate the performance of overall communication
throughput as a function of TN densities. Considering the char-
acteristics of the new block generation in blockchain system
(e.g., a new block with size 1 MB transaction data is generated
every 10 minutes in Bitcoin [16]), the overall communication
throughput in this paper is calculated as: the total data volume
that is successfully transmitted in every 10 minutes for all TNs.
Due to the limitation of the maximum transaction throughput
(MTT) in blockchain, the overall communication throughput
will stay unchanged once the transaction throughput achieves
the MTT. Fig. 4 shows the overall throughput with varying TN
density from 1.0 ⇥ 105 to 1.0 ⇥ 106 per km2 under different
parameters � and MTT. The FN density is fixed to 5000
per km2. From Fig. 4, we can see that the communication
throughput for all the four scenarios is increased when the
TN density is low. With TN density increasing, the curve with
parameters � = �15dB,MTT = 7TPS, � = �9dB,MTT =
7TPS and � = �15dB,MTT = 14TPS arrives to the
maximum communication throughput sequentially. The curve
with parameters � = �9dB,MTT = 14TPS cannot achieve
the maximum throughput under any TN density scenario. Note
that the throughput is not the maximum value when TN density
is 5 ⇥ 105 per km2, as it does not stay unchanged after
that. When the TN density is greater than 5 ⇥ 105 per km2,
the overall communication throughput for the parameter pair
� = �9dB,MTT = 14TPS is decreased due to the high



interference.

Fig. 4. Comparisons of overall throughput vs. TN density (FN density is 5000
km2).

Fig. 5. Comparisons of optimal FN density vs. TN density.

In the last experiment, we investigate the optimal FN deploy-
ment with different TN densities. Fig. 5 shows the optimal FN
density with varying TN density from 4.0⇥105 to 1.5⇥106 per
km2 under different parameters � and MTT. From this figure,
we can find that when the TN density is lower than 8.0⇥ 105

per km2, the optimal FN density is decreased sharply. The
rationale behind is that that the more TNs are deployed, the
more transactions need to be transmitted in time T , the easier to
achieve the maximum throughput, and thus the less number of
FNs are needed. However, when the TN density is higher than
8.0⇥ 105 per km2, the optimal FN density is changed slowly.
This is because that the high interference is introduced resulting
in low TDP transmission successful rate. Therefore, even the
number of transactions is increased, the overall throughput is
changed slowly, and thus the slow change of the optimal FN
density.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we established a fundamental analysis model to
underpin the blockchain enabled IoT system. We theoretically

obtained the distribution of SINR, TDP transmission success-
ful rate as well as overall communication throughput. Then
based on the performance analysis, we designed an optimal
blockchain full function node deployment to achieve the max-
imum transaction and communication throughput. Numerical
results validated the accuracy of our theoretical analysis (less
than 2% error). The framework of the system model and
analysis approach establish a foundation for further complex
blockchain enabled system performance analysis and protocol
design.
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